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Compliance to the laws dispositions D.Lgs. n. 206/2005
"Consumer information rules"
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Kind of product: Laminate Floor VICTY COLLECTION
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Description: Click laminate floor
Dimensions: Listony or Plank
Total dimension of the plank: 10x128x1205 mm (thickness-width-length)
Total dimension of the plank: 10x168x1205 mm (thickness-width-length)
Total dimension of the plank: 10x198x1205 mm (thickness-width-length)
Wear layer: 0,3 mm
Fixing system: click
Packaging: 8 planks correspondent to 1,25 sqm (for width 128 mm), or 1,64 sqm (for width 168 mm), or 1,93 sqm (for width
198 mm)
Weight packaging: from 10,00 to 12,00 kg
Use: only internal spaces
Abrasion resistance Class: AC4
Use Class: 23 – 32
Use: Domestic and Commercial
European standard: UNI EN ISO 10874:2012
Features: quick click lay down (suitable for “do it yourself”), durable, resistant to wear and tear, to the abrasion, to stains, to
sun rays, to the scratches. Suitable for interiors subject to high trampling, such as houses, shops, commercial areas, gyms,
hotels, restaurants, offices.
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LAMINATE FLOOR LISTONY 10x128x1220 mm
LAMINATE FLOOR LISTONY 10x168x1220 mm
LAMINATE FLOOR LISTONY 10x198x1220 mm
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Storage
The product must be absolutely preserved with undamaged and closed packaging in covered and dry environments with a controlled
temperature between 13°C and 29°C or with a medium temperature of 21,1°C. If the product is stored out of this range before the
installation, we suggest to climatize the material for the 48 hours before in the same places where it will be installed.
Installation
It is advisable leave the material, in undamaged and closed packaging, at least 48 hours before in the same place where it will be
installed.
Check all the logs to see if there is any damage before the installation. If there is any doubt about the finishing of the product, or if
there are damages caused by bumps or abrasions, please contact the Firm. We can’t accept claims for cutted or installed floor.
To reduce the tonality variations, open several boxes, mix and lay down the boxes taking care to assort them.
The installation is only floating. Don’t fix the logs to the back, when you use the floating method.
The background should be consistent, stable, dry and well leveled.
The concrete must be smooth, dry, clean and free from materials, such as dust, wax, varnish, oil and old glue.
The new concrete must be dry. The maximum level of humidity allowed during the installation is 65%.
Befote the installation of the floor it is necessary to make sure that there is no dampt ascent, beacause considering that it is
composed of wood fiber, it could swell. If it is installed in a correct way it doesn’t sweel or curve.
To sound-sounding, to isolate and avoid inconvenient caused by the damp ascent and then prolung the useful life, the floor has to
have a sound absorbing or with steam barrier mat.
On the perimeter near the wall a space, of at least 8 mm from the wall and the floor, must be always left, to allow the floor “to
float”, that is to expand with temperature changes, that is why nails or screews must not be used.
Floor heating is allowed hydraulic and electrical.
The product is easy and fast to install and the floating installation is called click, that is the elements are jointed together through
particular tongue-groove hooks.
It is suitable also for the “do it yourself” installation, even if we suggest to ask a specialized staff.
The product is projected, realized and tested to satisfy all the specific rules, when it properly installed.
Composition
The product is composed of a layer of wood fibres, pressed at high temperatures and held together by resins of the highest quality,
on which a thin, highly sophisticated printed plastic surface is applied, which reproduce the veins and the colours of wood, finished
with a protective paint (melamin resin), that makes it waterproof and resistant to scratches and shocks.
Maintenance
For a good maintenance of laminate floor is suggestable to remove the dust and the dirt with a hoover, or an antistatic rag and wash
the floor with a damp but very wrung out soft rag, using water or cleanser without solvents or ammonia.
Avoid any contact with foamy products both chemical or natural that are abrasive.
Don’t use stream machines, because they can damage the flooring and leave spots difficult to remove.
Put a mat at the entrance in order to reduce dirt and debris from the shoes.
The extraordinary maintenance must be performed by a specialized staff which respect the general safety standards.
Wast disposal
The floor can not be dispersed into the environments, but entrusted to public waste disposal system.
Warnings
It is absolutely forbidden to use the product as a structural component or in environments different from those indicated, modify the
product, to use different methods of installation, to use glue for the installation, to use products for the maintenance different from
those suggested.
The Firm can not be responsible for accidents or damages resulting from the inappropiate use of the product, as well as the noncompliance, even if partial, of safety standards and intervetion procedures.
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